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The laminar organization of cortex provides an opportunity to compare correlations in networks engaged in similar computations but with distinct properties. First, circuit architecture differs among layers. For instance, the middle layers (layers 4C alpha and beta) of primary visual cortex (V1) are driven by feed-forward input from the thalamus and have recurrent circuitry of a limited spatial extent (Lund et al., 1979; Blasdel and Lund, 1983). In the superficial and deep layers, neurons are richly interconnected, in part by horizontal connections known to extend for several millimeters (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983). Second, the electrophysiological properties of neurons and synapses vary across layers, due to the expression of different receptors and ion channels (Markram et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2006; Thomson and Lamy, 2007). Finally, layers generate different rhythmic fluctuations, which are observable in the local field potential (LFP) (Roopun et al., 2006; Bollimunta et al., 2008; Maier et al., 2010; Minlebaev et al., 2011; Xing et al., 2012) and may contribute to correlations (Kohn et al., 2009). Here we test whether these different properties of laminar circuits give rise to distinct patterns of correlation.

This manuscript was published previously in abstract form (Smith and Kohn, 2009).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We recorded data from nine anesthetized, adult male macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis), by previously described methods (Smith and Kohn, 2008). In brief, anesthesia was induced with ketamine (10 mg/kg) and maintained during preparatory surgery with isoflurane (1.0–2.0% in 95% O2). Anesthesia during recordings was maintained with sufentanil citrate (6–18 μg·kg−1·h−1). Vecuronium or pancuronium bromide (0.1–0.15 mg·kg−1·h−1) was used to suppress eye movements. Physiological signs were monitored to ensure adequate anesthesia and animal well-being. We used supplementary lenses to bring the retinal image into focus. At the end of the recording session, animals were killed and tissue was processed histologically to verify recording locations. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

We recorded in V1 with a group of five to seven linearly arranged (305 μm spacing) platinum-tungsten electrodes or tetrodes (Thomas Recording), inserted normally to the cortical surface. The electrodes were aligned by use of a microscope to the end of the guide tube and advanced together through cortex, sampling in 200 μm intervals until all electrodes had exited into white matter. Neuronal receptive fields were within 5° of the fovea.

V2 recordings were performed by angling the electrodes 20° from vertical, in the sagittal plane, and advancing through V1 into the white matter. We performed V2 recordings while monitoring the activity of a population of neurons in the superficial layers of V1, using “Utah” microelectrode array recordings (described in Smith and Kohn, 2008).
Signals were band-pass filtered between 0.3 and 10 kHz and sampled at 40 kHz. Waveform segments that exceeded a user-defined threshold were sorted offline (Plexon Offline Sorter). We quantified sort quality using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each candidate unit (Kelly et al., 2007), keeping units with an SNR of at least 2.3 and a response of at least 2 sp/s to the best grating stimulus (502 units in V1 and 122 in V2). Changing the SNR or responsivity threshold did not qualitatively change any of the results described herein. The LFP was obtained by band-pass filtering the raw signal (0.3–250 Hz) and sampling at 1 kHz.

**Visual stimulation.** Stimuli were generated with EXPO and displayed on a linearized CRT monitor (mean luminance 40 cd/m², 110 cm from the animal) with a resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Stimuli were presented in a circular aperture surrounded by a gray field of average luminance. We mapped the spatial receptive field (RF) of units by presenting small (0.6°) drifting gratings at a range of spatial positions. We then centered our stimuli on the aggregate RF of the recorded units. Stimuli were viewed binocularly and presented for 1.28 s, separated by 1.5 s intervals of isoluminant gray screen (except in one penetration, for which the interval was 10 s). We presented full-contrast drifting sinusoidal gratings at 8 or 12 orientations spaced equally (22.5 or 30° increments). The spatial frequency (1–1.3 cpd) and temporal frequency (3 or 6.25 Hz) values were chosen to correspond to the typical preference of parvoval V1 neurons (De Valois et al., 1982) and were held constant across sites in the same penetration. The position and size (3.9–5.3°) of the grating were sufficient to cover the receptive fields of all the neurons. We use the smallest stimulus that covered the receptive fields for both eyes. When the eyes were not aligned, we used two smaller stimuli, each covering the receptive fields for one eye. Stimulus orientation was block randomized, and blocks were repeated 30–100 times.

**Analysis.** We paired each neuron with all other simultaneously recorded neurons, excluding pairs from the same electrode or tetrode. This resulted in 3,247 pairs of V1 neurons recorded from 43 electrode or tetrode tracks, grouped in eight ensemble penetrations recorded in five hemispheres of four animals. For V2, we made nine penetrations in seven hemispheres of seven animals (five new animals with respect to the V1 data). In some of these penetrations we recorded at one or two sites, targeting the input layers. In total we recorded 230 pairs of V2 neurons at 18 distinct sites.

For each stimulus orientation, we Z-scored the spike counts of each neuron. We calculated spike count correlations ($r_{sc}$) for each pair after combining responses to all stimuli, except we removed trials on which the response of either neuron was $>3$ SDs different from its mean (Zohary et al., 1994) to avoid contamination by outlier responses.

We computed the cross-correlogram (CCG) for each stimulus condition and pair, and corrected it using an all-way shuffle correction. CCGs were normalized by the geometric mean spike rate. To isolate the narrow peak of the CCGs we used a jitter correction method (Amarasingham et al., 2012) with a window of 10 ms, removing all correlation on a timescale greater than that window size. We then averaged CCGs across stimulus conditions. We smoothed these CCGs with a Gaussian kernel (SD = 1.0 ms) before further analysis. A more detailed discussion of these measures of correlation can be found in (Kohn and Smith, 2005; Smith and Kohn, 2008). We performed current source density (CSD) analysis by computing the average evoked (stimulus-locked) LFP at each site, smoothing these signals across sites, and then calculated the second spatial derivative (Stoessel et al., 2009). We then averaged the CSDs across electrodes of a single penetration and determined the minimum value of the CSD in the first 100 ms. We defined the middle layer sink to be the depth and time that first reached 40% of that value, if this was followed by a source (reaching at least 50% of the maximum CSD value and occurring within 100 ms of the sink). For one of the eight penetrations, this method did not provide a clear assignment of the middle layers, and for another we collected only spiking activity and no LFP.

For LFP spectral analysis, we used LFPs acquired from all depths at which we recorded single neurons that met the criteria discussed above. We calculated the spectrum for each trial separately and then averaged across trials and stimuli. We then normalized the average spectrum from each electrode to unity area prior to analysis, because of differences in raw LFP amplitude across some electrodes. We did not calculate power with respect to that observed under spontaneous conditions because we wished to measure effects over a broad frequency range, for which some frequencies were suppressed and some enhanced relative to the spontaneous LFP.

For V2 recordings, we first calculated CCGs between every pairing of V1 and V2 neurons and then averaged across all conditions and pairs. We defined the input layers to be those V2 sites at which we observed evidence that neurons received direct input from V1 (Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995): namely, that the average jitter-corrected CCG had a significant peak within 10 ms of 0 ms time lag (defined as 5 SDs above the value at time lags of ±75–125 ms). V2 recording sites were defined to be deep/superficial, if the average CCGs lacked a sharp peak and these sites were recorded before/after an input layer site. We applied the same rate and sort quality criteria as for our V1 data.

All indications of variation in the graphs and text are SE. The statistical significance of all results was evaluated with two-tailed t-tests, unless otherwise noted. Significance of $r_{sc}$ was assessed after applying the Fisher Z-transform to the data.

**RESULTS.**

We recorded from pairs of V1 neurons in anesthetized macaque monkeys, using bundles of electrodes and tetrodes that we lowered through cortex in penetrations orthogonal to the pial surface. We sampled sequentially and systematically across the cortical depth, with an intersite distance of 200 μm.

We used drifting sinusoidal gratings, of sufficient size to cover the receptive fields of all recorded units, to evoke activity. From these responses, we calculated $r_{sc}$ between all pairs of neurons recorded at each depth, using counts measured during the full presentation epoch (1.28 s). Figure 1A shows the average $r_{sc}$ values for neuronal pairs grouped by recording depth, for two sample penetrations. We found $r_{sc}$ had consistently higher values at superficial (top) and deep (bottom) sites and was near zero in between.

In total, we performed eight ensemble penetrations (43 electrode or tetrode tracks). We aligned these based on the last site prior to entering white matter (WM) because alignment to the cortical surface was affected by the variable responsiveness of the exposed brain tissue. This alignment revealed a weak mean value of $r_{sc}$ roughly 0.8 mm above the layer 6/WM border, consistent with the example penetrations in Fig. 1A. Previous histological studies show this location corresponds to the expected depth and width (300–400 μm) of layer 4C in V1 (Fitzpatrick et al., 1985; Lund, 1988). We therefore termed this location (0.8 mm from the last recording site) the middle layers and sites above and below it as in the superficial and deep layers, respectively. The cumulative distributions (Fig. 1B) and frequency histograms (right) of $r_{sc}$ were significantly different across these groups. The mean $r_{sc}$ value was $0.112 \pm 0.005$, $0.014 \pm 0.012$ and $0.073 \pm 0.007$ for the superficial ($n = 1,613$), middle ($n = 469$) and deep layers ($n = 1,165$), respectively ($P < 0.001$ for all comparisons among groups).

To provide independent verification that the sites with low mean values of $r_{sc}$ were in the middle layers, we analyzed LFPs, which we recorded in most penetrations simultaneously.
with spiking activity. From the LFP we calculated the CSD profile for each penetration. CSD analysis reveals the location, direction, and strength of current flow and is widely used to distinguish the laminar location of recording sites (Givre et al., 1995; Schroeder et al., 1998; Rajkai et al., 2008; Maier et al., 2010). The earliest current sink is found in layer 4C (red in Fig. 1D), where input from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) arrives and activation in superficial and deep layers follows. Although CSD analysis is typically performed on data recorded simultaneously across cortical layers, this is not required as the analysis is based on signals that are averaged across trials.

Our CSD analysis provided clear sinks in six of the eight recorded penetrations (see MATERIALS AND METHODS for criteria) and these were confined to one to two recording sites, consistent with the thickness of layer 4C (Fitzpatrick et al., 1985; Lund, 1988). We aligned the data from these six penetrations based on the site of the most prominent sink and defined this site (the single depth with the strongest sink) as in the middle layers. Using this CSD-based designation (Fig. 1E), we found that rsc was higher at superficial (0.097 ± 0.003, n = 1,347 pairs, P = 1.2 × 10⁻¹⁰) and deep sites (0.076 ± 0.006, n = 971, P = 1.2 × 10⁻⁴) than in the middle layers (0.018 ± 0.018, n = 333). The mean value of rsc in the middle layers was not significantly different from zero (P = 0.27). Thus, CSD analysis confirmed that the site of low correlations, evident when data were aligned by final site at which neuronal activity could be detected, was in the middle layers.
LAMINAR CORRELATIONS

CCGs for the superficial and deep layers had broad central peaks, but these were absent in the middle layers. This is consistent with the laminar variations in rsc, since rsc is proportional to the integral of the CCG (Bair et al., 2001). The CCGs in the middle layers were also notable for oscillatory side lobes around the peak (arrows in Fig. 2A), in the gamma range (30–50 Hz); the gamma power in the CCG (calculated within 100 ms of zero time lag) was significantly higher for pairs in the middle than superficial (P = 1.2 × 10^{-7}) and deep (P = 3.2 × 10^{-5}) layers.

To isolate synchronous activity from slower cofluctuations, we used a previously described method of correcting the raw CCG of each pair with a predictor derived from jittered data (10 ms jitter window; see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The most prominent peaks in these jitter-corrected CCGs were in the middle layers (Fig. 2B, note change in scale). Synchrony, measured as the area under the jitter-corrected CCG within 5 ms of zero time lag, was higher in the middle (7.9 ± 1.3 × 10^{-4} coinc./sp) than superficial (5.8 × 10^{-4} ± 5.2 × 10^{-5}, P = 0.088) and deep layers (6.0 × 10^{-4} ± 6.9 × 10^{-5}, P = 0.182), although this difference did not reach statistical significance. The peak height of the CCG at zero time lag, however, was significantly higher in the middle layers (7.0 × 10^{-4} ± 2.5 × 10^{-5} coinc./sp) compared with the superficial (6.5 × 10^{-4} ± 7.9 × 10^{-5}, P = 0.007) and deep layers (6.4 × 10^{-4} ± 1.1 × 10^{-5}, P = 0.009).

The frequency content of the LFP is known to vary with cortical depth (Roopun et al., 2006; Minlebaev et al., 2011; Xing et al., 2012). Low frequency cortical rhythms are thought to contribute to slow timescale correlations (Kohn and Smith, 2005; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Smith and Kohn, 2008; Kohn et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Kelly et al., 2010), whereas higher frequency rhythms (e.g., gamma) have been associated with brief timescale spike timing correlations (Samonds and Bonds, 2005; Fries et al., 2008). We therefore determined whether the laminar dependence of rsc and timing correlations were also reflected in the LFP.

We measured normalized LFP power for frequencies from 0–80 Hz and found substantial laminar variation. Low frequency (0–10 Hz) power was a dominant component of the LFP across the cortical layers, with a peak in layer 6 and weaker values in the middle and very superficial layers (Fig. 3A). The proportion of power in the gamma frequencies (30–50 Hz) was highest in the middle and superficial layers (Fig. 3B), consistent with most...
with low-frequency (r < 0.05, P = 6.7 × 10^{-4}) but not gamma power (r = -0.02, P = 0.97). Synchrony, measured as the area under the jitter-corrected CCG, was correlated with gamma (r = 0.17, P = 4.1 × 10^{-19}) but not low-frequency power (r = -0.01, P = 0.72).

Thus, we find that LFP frequency content has a different laminar distribution depending on the frequency band, and there is some tendency for the measures of spiking correlation on fast (synchrony) and slow (r_{sc}) timescales to mirror the trends in the gamma and low frequency bands in LFP power, respectively.

**Laminar trends outside V1.** We next sought to test whether the weak mean r_{sc} in the middle layers of V1 represents a special property of V1 or a general principle that circuitry in the input layers minimizes slow timescale correlations. For this purpose, we performed additional recordings of 230 pairs of neurons in V2. This included a total of nine electrode penetrations in seven animals, two of which sampled across all layers of V2 and the rest targeted one to three sites in or near the input layers. These data were culled from a larger set of V2 data collected for other experimental purposes.

In extrastriate cortex, CSD analysis reveals more diverse patterns and its relationship to laminar structure is less well established (Schroeder et al., 1998). Furthermore, because we wished to match the eccentricity of our recordings in V1, we recorded in a portion of V2 that was buried in the posterior bank of the lunate sulcus, making it difficult to ensure orthogonal penetrations. Therefore, we used an alternative strategy for determining the location of the inputs layers: we measured whether a particular location in V2 received input from V1 by pairing our V2 recordings (made with five to seven microelectrodes or tetrodes, advanced as a group) with microelectrode array recordings in the superficial layers of V1. We then calculate the spike-train CCGs between all V1-V2 pairings, to test for evidence of a functional interaction between them (Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995).

The average jitter-corrected V1-V2 CCGs for nine recording sites sampled sequentially across V2 layers in a single penetration are shown in Fig. 4A. At deep (bottom) and superficial (top) sites, CCGs did not have sharp peaks. At intermediate locations—typically at two or three sites—sharp peaks were evident (red). These were offset from 0 ms time lag (V1 firing before V2), by 2.2 ms on average. These peaks were observed only when the V1 and V2 spatial receptive fields were precisely aligned (center-to-center spacing of < 1°) and at nominal depths typically 400–800 μm from the layer 6/WM border (Zandvakili and Kohn, 2010), consistent with the expected location of V1 terminals in layer 4 and deep layer 3 of V2 (Van Essen et al., 1986; Rockland and Virga, 1990) (see white arrowheads in Fig. 1C for location of layer 4). We interpret these peaks as indicating a functional connection from V1 to V2 (Reid and Alonso, 1995; Zandvakili and Kohn, 2010) and defined those sites at which we observed a sharp peak in the average V1-V2 CCG (across all pairs and stimulus orientations) as being in the input layers of V2. In two penetrations, electrolytic lesions performed after the recordings confirmed that the first recorded site was near the layer 6/WM border, and that the locations with sharp peaks were centered in the middle layers.

We then measured correlations among V2-V2 pairs recorded simultaneously at each depth. In contrast to our observations in V1, we found no evidence for r_{sc} to differ significantly across layers (Fig. 4B). In layers with sharp peaks, the mean r_{sc} (0.162 ± 0.014) was not different from that in the other layers (0.153 ± 0.010, P = 0.54), and it was significantly >0 (P = 5.5 × 10^{-21}). The mean r_{sc} value in V2 was significantly larger than in V1.

---

**Fig. 4.** Dependence of correlations in V2 on laminar location. A: jitter-corrected CCGs (averaged across all pairs) at 9 sites spaced by 0.25 mm, recorded in 1 V2 penetration with neurons simultaneously recorded in the superficial layers of V1. Significant sharp peaks were evident in the population-average V1-V2 CCGs at the 3rd–5th sites (indicated in red); horizontal solid lines indicate criterion level of 5 SDs. These CCGs are Z-scored, relative to the mean and SD of their values at time lags of 75–125 ms, to indicate directly which cases are deemed to be significant. The horizontal and vertical dashed lines indicate 0% synchrony and zero time lag, respectively. B: using the presence of sharp peaks as an indicator of the middle layers of V2, these cumulative distributions of r_{sc} show values for middle (red) and other (black) layers. C: histograms for r_{sc} values at superficial, middle, deep layer sites. D: for the same pairs shown in C, average jitter-corrected CCGs in the superficial, middle and deep layers. Shaded region around lines indicates ±1 SE.
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overall ($P = 2.4 \times 10^{-9}$). This was also true in the superficial and middle layer subgroups ($P = 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$ and $3.0 \times 10^{-10}$), but there was no significant difference between V1 and V2 in the deep layers ($P = 0.64$). Low frequency (0–10 Hz) LFP power recorded from the same electrodes in V2 was not significantly different between the input layers and other layers (normalized power of $0.886 \pm 0.012$ vs. $0.896 \pm 0.010$; $P = 0.66$).

We also compared the laminar dependence of spike timing correlations for V2-V2 pairs. We found broad peaks in shuffle-corrected CCGs at all three locations, consistent with the $r_{sc}$ values shown in Fig. 4C. As in V1, synchrony was stronger in the input layers than in other layers (Fig. 4D; $8.6 \pm 1.5$ vs. $5.1 \pm 1.5 \times 10^{-4}$ coin/spk; $P = 0.047$ for 1-tailed $t$-test comparison with other layers, based on the area within $\pm 5$ ms of zero lag). LFP gamma power was not significantly different between the input layers and other layers ($0.018 \pm 0.003$ vs. $0.015 \pm 0.002$ for other layers, $P = 0.37$), although the trend was for it to be higher in the middle layers, as in V1.

Our method for determining the input layers may have misassigned recording sites to the superficial or deep layers if the number of functionally connected V1-V2 pairs was low. However, at those sites with clear evidence of direct interaction between V1 and V2, at the expected location of the input layers, we did not observe $r_{sc}$ values different from other layers. Thus, it is not a universal principle that input layers of cortex show weak $r_{sc}$ values.

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown that spike count correlations are prominent in the superficial and deep layers of V1, but near zero in the middle layers. This was reflected in the broad peak of the CCG, which was weak in the middle layers. In V2, $r_{sc}$ in the input layers was similar to nearby layers, but synchrony was elevated, as in the middle layers of V1. Our results show that cortical layers can display distinct patterns of correlations, despite strong interlaminar circuitry linking them together. This indicates that the local network properties are a critical factor in determining the strength of correlations in neuronal populations.

We are aware of only two previously published studies that compared correlations across cortical layers. The first compared $r_{sc}$ in the superficial and deep layers of rat auditory cortex, and found a similar strength but different spatial extent (Sakata and Harris, 2009). It did not target the middle layers, where we find the most striking differences. The second study focused on synchrony, which was weakest in the middle layers of rat somatosensory cortex (Zhang and Alloway, 2004), unlike our findings in primate V1.

In the visual system, $r_{sc}$ is typically found to be in the range of 0.1–0.2, for well-driven neurons with similar preferences whose responses are measured over hundreds of milliseconds (Cohen and Kohn, 2011). A notable exception is a recent study which reported $r_{sc}$ values of $\sim 0.01$ in V1 of awake, fixating macaques (Ecker et al., 2010). The authors propose this discrepancy reflects a host of artifacts in all previous studies. Our findings offer an alternative explanation - that their recordings were biased toward the input layers of V1, as in a previous study by the same group (Berenko et al., 2008). More broadly, the laminar trends in correlations point to an important source of potential variation in measurements, and a critical variable to control in future studies. We note that weak correlations have been reported in the motor cortex (Averbeck and Lee, 2006; Stark et al., 2008), further emphasizing that cortical circuits can generate different strengths of correlations.

Previous studies have established that correlations depend on response strength, the response window, the distance between recorded neurons, the quality of spike isolation and sorting, and the tuning similarity of the constituent neurons (Cohen and Kohn, 2011). The laminar differences in V1 $r_{sc}$ values cannot be ascribed to any of these factors. In the middle layers, firing rates were higher on average than in the superficial and deep layers. We measured responses under identical stimulus conditions in each penetration, and the distance between recorded pairs was the same in all layers. We cannot rule out differences in spike isolation, although we used tetrodes and high-impedance electrodes to ensure high quality recordings (Gray et al., 1995). However, if isolation quality varied, it would be expected to be worst in the middle layers because of the high density and small size of layer 4C stellate cells. This would cause $r_{sc}$ there to be higher than in other layers (Cohen and Kohn, 2011), opposite to our findings.

There are several, not mutually exclusive, sets of mechanisms that may contribute to the laminar dependence of correlations. First, the low $r_{sc}$ values in V1 middle layers may arise, in part, because this network receives feed-forward input from the LGN, where responses are relatively independent (Cheong et al., 2011). This could also contribute to the drop in $r_{sc}$ we observed at the deepest recording sites, presumably in layer 6 (Fig. 1A), which also receives substantial thalamic input. Interestingly, the koniocellular layers of the LGN, which project to the superficial layers of cortex (Chatterjee and Callaway, 2003) are more strongly correlated, particularly on slow timescales (Cheong et al., 2011). It is unlikely, however, that $r_{sc}$ values in V1 simply reflect the properties of LGN input. If neurons pool over common inputs, as middle layer neurons do, their responses can be correlated, even if the firing of the input neurons is independent (Reid and Alonso, 1995). Furthermore, because cells in the middle layers of V1 receive common LGN input, the weak mean correlations we observe there suggest that correlation strength need not be tightly linked to common afferent input.

A second explanation for the low values of $r_{sc}$ in the V1 middle layers is the properties of the local circuitry. Stellate cells in the middle layers have limited dendritic arbors (Lund et al., 1979; Blasdel and Lund, 1983), and do not give rise to long-range horizontal connections found in the superficial and deep layers (Lund, 1988). Feedback connections from extrastriate cortex, which target widely separated neurons, terminate in all cortical layers except the middle layers (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Salin and Bullier, 1995). It is thus possible that the richer, patchy recurrent circuitry outside the middle layers leads to higher $r_{sc}$ values (Rasch et al., 2011; Litwin-Kumar and Doiron, 2012). Networks in the middle layers may conform more closely to the homogeneous random connectivity patterns that generate weak $r_{sc}$ values in recurrent network models (Renart et al., 2010).

A third possibility is that laminar differences in correlations arise in part from differences in the intrinsic properties of neurons. For instance, neurons in layers 5 and 2/3 generate $\sim 10$ Hz rhythmic activity (Silva et al., 1991; Flint and Connors, 1996). Layer 5 neurons also generate 0.1–1 Hz oscillations (Sanchez-
Vives and McCormick, 2000; Sakata and Harris, 2009), which may propagate via patchy horizontal connections (Compte et al., 2003). While these findings cannot be linked directly to our results, they indicate laminar differences in neuronal and circuit properties that could contribute to laminar variations in correlations. A related possibility is that there is a greater diversity in the electrophysiological properties of middle-layer neurons, a factor that contributes to decorrelation in the olfactory bulb (Padmanabhan and Urban, 2010).

We have previously suggested that slow timescale correlations arise from low frequency fluctuations in responsivity (Kohn and Smith, 2005; see also Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Smith and Kohn, 2008; Kohn et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009). Low-frequency LFP fluctuations are related to spike rate fluctuations in V1 (Kelly et al., 2010), and computational work suggests these fluctuations require horizontal connections (Rasch et al., 2011; Litvin-Kumar and Doiron, 2012). Consistent with this, we found a weak but significant relationship between low frequency LFP power and $r_{nc}$. Whereas $r_{nc}$ computed from full trial counts was weakest in the middle layers, synchrony was slightly higher there, suggesting distinct mechanisms generating correlations on different timescales. LFP gamma power was also high in the middle layers, and gamma power and spiking synchrony were weakly correlated in strength across layers. However, we also observed synchrony in the deep layers, where gamma was much weaker, suggesting a weak coupling between gamma and synchrony (Samonds and Bonds, 2005; Fries et al., 2008). We note that in our experiments we used gratings of an intermediate size (3–5°); gamma power is higher for larger stimuli and may display a different laminar pattern under those conditions (Gieselmann and Thiele, 2008; Jia et al., 2011; Ray and Maunsell, 2011).

The laminar trends in V1 were only partially evident in V2. Unlike V1, $r_{nc}$ was similar in input and nearby layers. Synchrony, on the other hand, was elevated in the input layers, as in V1. The difference between V1 and V2 could reflect differences in local circuitry, neuronal properties, or the fact that feed-forward input from V1 may be more strongly correlated or show a different pattern of convergence from thalamocortical to V1.

Given that the correlations found in cortex appear detrimental for population coding, one could ask why they exist: our results show that cortical networks can be wired to provide relatively independent responses. One possibility is that correlations arise because neurons receive diverse sources of input (e.g., from distant neurons connected via inter- or intra-areal connections). This connectivity may allow neurons to participate in diverse computations and functions, although some inputs will be irrelevant for a particular situation or computation. Because these inputs are not recruited by the stimulus or task at hand, they may provide a source of shared, fluctuating, and seemingly random drive that results in slow timescale correlations. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that training on a perceptual task leads to weaker $r_{nc}$ values in relevant cortical neuronal populations, perhaps because these circuits become more specialized for performing this task (Gu et al., 2011).
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